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Sapien Labs is a 501 (c) 3 non-profit research organization located in Arlington, VA in the United States with a 
mission to understand and enable the human mind. This privacy policy explains how Sapien Labs uses the 
data we collect from you when you complete the Mental Health Quotient assessment. 

Identifying Information 

Taking the Mental Health Quotient assessment does not require you to provide any personally identifying 
information.  At the end of the survey, if in addition to your overall score, you would like to receive your free 
detailed report, you will be asked to provide an email address where this can be sent.  This is optional. 

Use of Email Address 

Your email address, if provided, is used primarily for the purpose of sending a detailed report to you and will 
also be used as an identifier to assess and code multiple assessments that provide the same email address. 
We may also send you annual reminders to retake the MHQ and may occasionally contact you with an 
invitation to participate in follow-on studies of mental health. Your email address will not be shared with 
any third parties or used for any other purposes. Your email address associated with any particular taking of 
the assessment, will be deleted within 2 years of the date of that assessment. 

Use of Data 

All answers provided in the survey are used for the scientific research purposes of Sapien Labs and its 
research affiliates only and will not be shared with third parties for any commercial purpose. The data will be 
maintained and securely stored as part of Sapien Labs research archives for as long as needed to fulfill 
the purposes of scientific research.

Management and Transfer of Data 

All data and internal data sharing is managed by designated research data administrator(s). Email addresses 
are only accessible by these individuals and will not be transferred to others.  All other data may be 

transferred to Sapien Labs researchers and other research affiliates. We may also transfer to, and 
store the data we collect from you as part of this assessment in countries other than the country in 
which the data was originally collected. When we transfer your data to other countries, we will 
protect the data as described in this Privacy Policy and comply with applicable legal requirements 
providing adequate protection for the transfer of data. 

Requesting Your Data 

If you did not provide an email address to receive a detailed assessment report, since you are anonymous, 
you will not be able to request your answers to the assessment.  However, If you did provide an email 
address, you can request your data for up to 2 years from the date of taking the assessment by sending an 
email to info@sapienlabs.org from the specific email you provided when taking the test, indicating your 
request along with the date of the test.  Sapien Labs will send your data to this email address within 30 days 
of your request. 




